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First Raise a Flag: How South Sudan Won the Longest War but Lost the PeaceOxford University Press, 2019

	When South Sudan's war began, the Beatles were playing their first hits and reaching the moon was an astronaut's dream. Half a century later, with millions massacred in Africa's longest war, the continent's biggest country split in two. It was an extraordinary, unprecedented experiment. Many have fought, but South Sudan did the...
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Build Your Own CNC Machine (Technology in Action)Apress, 2009

	Do you like to build things? Are you ever frustrated at having to compromise your designs to fit whatever parts happen to be available? Would you like to fabricate your own parts? Build Your Own CNC Machine is the book to get you started. CNC expert Patrick Hood-Daniel and best-selling author James...
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Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2015

	Enterprise Cybersecurity empowers organizations of all sizes to defend themselves with next-generation cybersecurity programs against the escalating threat of modern targeted cyberattacks. This book presents a comprehensive framework for managing all aspects of an enterprise cybersecurity program. It enables an enterprise to...
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You Can Pass the CPA Exam: Get Motivated!John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Over the past twenty years, I have witnessed thousands of CPA candidates pass the Uniform
Certified Public Accountant’s (CPA) examination. Although there are many manuals
and courses that outline the CPA exam’s technical material, there is not much available to
help CPA candidates manage the entire preparation process....
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iPhone Game BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you're looking for inspiration for your first or next iPhone game, look no further. This brilliant hands-on guide contains 7 practical projects that cover everything from animation to augmented reality. Game on!


	Overview

	
		Seven step by step game projects for you to build
	
		Cover all...
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Wireless Web Development, Second EditionApress, 2002

	Rischpater's second edition has new coverage of HTML, WAP 2.0, XML, Palm's WCA and iMode in detail and improves the text of the first edition with time-tested information.


	THE WIRELEss WEB is here to stay. More than a billion people now use wireless

	devices, up from a paltry 200 million devices when I wrote the first...
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Creative Suite 3 Integration: Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Dreamweaver, Flash Pro, Acrobat, Bridge and Version CueFocal Press, 2007
What happens when you take some of the world’s best-known creative and production tools – Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Dreamweaver, Flash, Fireworks, and more – and put them together? Yes, you get Adobe’s Creative Suite 3. And as you should expect with programs like these the result is rather special. To put it simply,...
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Startup: An Insider's Guide to Launching and Running a BusinessApress, 2011

	“If I was going to start a new business today I would be sure to study and pay close attention to Kevin Ready’s new book, Startup. His wisdom, experience, and his self-effacing and honest writing make this a real gem for aspiring entrepreneurs and business people of all kinds.”

	—Bob Beaudine,...
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Out of the Gobi: My Story of China and AmericaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	Foreword by Janet Yellen

	

	Weijian Shan's Out of the Gobi is a powerful memoir and commentary that will be one of the most important books on China of our time, one with the potential to re-shape how Americans view China, and how the Chinese view life in America.

	

	Shan, a former hard laborer...
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St. James Encyclopedia of Popular Culture: 2St. James Press, 2000


	Sometimes, when I’m wandering in an art museum looking at the relics of an ancient civilization, I find myself wondering how a

	future society would represent a defunct American culture. What objects would be chosen—or would survive—to be placed on

	display? Would I agree with a curator’s choices? Were I to choose...
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Dior (Fashion Memoir Series)Thames & Hudson Ltd, 1996

	Darling of high society, creator of the "New Look", Dior shot to international fame almost overnight at the age of 47. At first his creations provoked angry accusations of unpatriotic extravagance, but women everywhere soon warmed to his hour-glass lines and long, rustling skirts. In this work, Dior's most characteristic designs...
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Looking Through Philosophy in Black: Memoirs (Global Critical Caribbean Thought)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2018

	This autobiography is a series of interrelated true-life events and decisions taken by a black philosopher that highlight the human drama unfolding in the inferno of the South African apartheid system. Mabogo More details what it means to be a black philosopher in an anti-black apartheid academic world. More’s life story...
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